RACE FOR THE ONI MASKS!
THE GREAT CRAIT™ RACE!

Grab a friend and race to win!
As vehicles criss-cross the planet Crait’s terrain, they leave lines behind them. Can you untangle the trails and match each LEGO® Star Wars Microfighters Resistance or First Order vehicle with its opponent? Join forces by racing against a friend or family member to see who can get all the way through their trail first – and try not to turn your hands into a pretzel!

- A-WING™
- FIRST ORDER WALKER™
- SKI SPEEDER™
- TIE SILENCER™

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
Hey guys, welcome to LEGO® Life Magazine! This issue it’s all about the ultimate ride, and we’ve got vehicles galore. So, start your engines and ready... set... go!

I can’t wait to see all the crazy cars and bikes in the big race.

MAX COMIC

WHAT’S THAT? YOUR CAR BROKE DOWN ON THE ROAD AND YOU NEED HELP? I’M ON MY WAY!

MAYBE IT’S JUST A LITTLE PROBLEM, LIKE A FLAT TIRE OR A LEAKY OIL PAN...

...OR MAYBE NOT.

WELL, I TOLD YOU IT BROKE DOWN.

PARENTS!
Do you have kids aged 5-9 years old? Then this magazine is perfect for them. Older kids will love the LEGO® Life app, available for free in the App Store and Google Play.

For information about LEGO® Life visit LEGO.com/life
For questions about your membership visit LEGO.com/service or call 1-877-518-5346

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Google Play is a trademark of Google Inc.
Lloyd and Zane are in pursuit of Mr. E and Ultra Violet, two Sons of Garmadon bikers…

*Oni Masks: Three mysterious items that grant great power to whoever wears them.

Hee hee! Come on, E, they can’t catch us now! Those Oni Masks are practically ours.

They are steering into that narrow alley. Your Ninja Nightcrawler will be too wide to make it through.

Not a problem...

Now let’s get them!

There’s only one real “Son of Garmadon,” and don’t forget it. I never do.

That’s what he thinks. When we get those masks and use them to resurrect Lord Garmadon, Ninjago City will be ours!

You can’t stop the Sons of Garmadon, Ninja!
ONCE WE LOSE OURSELVES ON THE DOCKS, NOTHING CAN STOP US.

EEEEEEEIIIII!

KILLOW, YOU'RE CRAZY!

ONCE WE LOSE OURSELVES ON THE DOCKS, NOTHING CAN STOP US.

GET OUT OF THE WAY!!

WATCH OUT!

KILLOW, YOU'RE CRAZY!

SCREECH!

SCREECH!

SCREECH!
IF THEY KNEW WHAT WE WERE REALLY DOING – WHAT THE ONI MASKS ARE FOR – HA! GET READY, GARMADON, YOU’LL BE BACK SOON!

NO, BUT THIS WILL...

WE COULD STILL PURSUE.

NO, LEAPING THE GAP INTO A FOG BANK, WE’D BE ASKING TO BE AMBUSHED. THERE WILL BE ANOTHER DAY.

THEY WANT TO BRING MY FATHER BACK, BUT WHO IS BEHIND THE SONS OF GARMADON? WHO LEADS THEM? I NEED TO FIND OUT!

THE END!?"
Master Ultimate Spinner Tricks!

LEGO® NINJAGO® Spinjitzu Spinners are good for more than just defeating the forces of evil. You can also use them to compete against your friends in Spinjitzu tournaments. Master spinner tricks and become a Spinjitzu Master — it’s fast and fun to do — and then take on all opponents in an all-out Spinjitzu championship match!

Be a ninja and master the ancient art of Spinjitzu with Lloyd

Show off your Spinjitzu skills with Nya

Spin into action with Jay

Take your Spinjitzu skills to another level with Zane

Put your spin on LEGO® NINJAGO®! Share your photos of your spinners in action in the LEGO Life app today!
LIFE ON THE FARM!

Steve and Alex have built themselves a farm cottage and chicken coop! Animal and food farming is a great way to produce endless resources, whether it’s experience, carrots or pork chops! But there’s a lot to keep an eye on. Can you help them with these tasks?

FIND THE EGGS!

Steve left the gate open and now the chickens have laid eggs everywhere. Can you help him gather them all up? How many are there?

OH, BABY!

The Mother Hen and Mother Rabbit have lost their babies… search the scene to help find them! Plus, did you know baby chickens are called chicks, and baby rabbits are called kittens?

CHICKENS lay eggs every 5-10 minutes, letting you craft cakes and pumpkin pie!

© 2018 Mojang AB and Mojang Synergies AB. MINECRAFT is a trademark or registered trademark of Mojang Synergies AB.
FUNKY FARM FACTS!
One of these real world farm facts isn’t true. Can you tell which?

1. Every day, farm animals worldwide produce nearly 136 MILLION tons of poop. That’s 300 times the weight of the world’s tallest building!
2. Sheep don’t have teeth in their upper jaw, just a hard surface for grinding food.
3. Some scientists think that the chicken is the closest living relative of the T-Rex!
4. Cows can recognize their names!
5. Pigs can run at 11mph!
6. All goats like listening to heavy metal.

Build a chicken transporter!
Steve has problems tempting chickens around with seeds – there must be a better way of getting them from A to B? Turn your LEGO® brick collection into a chicken transporter and share your build with the #Minecraft group in the LEGO Life app!

RABBIT HUNT!
The rabbit has stolen the carrots, again! Can you help Alex find the six carrots that the sneaky rabbit has hidden?

PIGS take one “day” to mature, unless you feed them carrots, potatoes or beetroots, which speed up the process by 10%.

Tame WOLVES with bones. They will attack skeletons and scare off troublesome rabbits!
Cast a Spell of Protection!
Use the spellbook to decode the symbols in Dr. Strange’s magic spell and protect the Sanctum Sanctorum!

Dr. Strange’s Secret Functions!
Dr. Strange’s Sanctum Sanctorum holds many mystical secrets! Beware of trap doors, scattering papers, exploding walls, and hidden panels containing weapons or treasures!

A Strange Disappearance!
The Infinity Stone, an ancient artifact of mystical power, is missing... Search the scene to find it!

Use the magic alphabet key to help you figure out what Dr. Strange is saying!

Answers on page 27.
SHOW US YOUR ULTIMATE BUILDING!

Our video game expert Matt has some tips on creating a structure in LEGO® Worlds to share in the LEGO Life app!

Once you’ve checked out these tips & tricks, we want you to construct the most awesome building you can using the game’s tools. Then take a screenshot and upload it to the #Gaming stuff group in the LEGO® Life app.

Don’t own LEGO Worlds yet? Build us something using your LEGO brick collection and share that instead!

Create the Impossible!

THE LAWS OF GRAVITY DON’T APPLY HERE IN LEGO® WORLDS! WANT TO HANG THAT BRICK IN MID-AIR AND BUILD ON IT? GO FOR IT! IMAGINATION IS EVERYTHING. THIS WAY YOU CAN CREATE UNIQUE LEGO BUILDS THAT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE IN REAL LIFE!

WHAT WILL YOU BUILD?

1. The Landscape Tool is your friend!
   Flatten your building area, so you have an even surface to work on. I also used this tool to build a quick tower so I could climb up and take better screenshots.

2. Use everything!
   Sandbox mode opens up all the available bricks, elements and objects for you to build ANYTHING you want!

3. Build a wall with one click!
   You can now hold down the placement button on the Build Tool to draw in an entire wall in one click!

4. When in doubt, copy and save your progress!
   Remember you can copy, save your build, and paste if you want to rebuild elsewhere or start from scratch!
PARTY PUNCHLINES!

The Series 18 LEGO® Minifigures are throwing a giant party, and the Party Clown is providing the laughs! There’s just one problem: he’s forgotten all of his joke punchlines. Help him out by filling in your own words to make laugh-out-loud replies!

WHY DOESN’T ANYONE LIKE TO HUG A CACTUS?
BECAUSE THEY’RE JUST TOO ___________________!

HOW DOES A FLOWER RIDE A BICYCLE?
IT USES ITS ___________________!

WHAT GOES UP ON YOUR BIRTHDAY, BUT NEVER COMES BACK DOWN?
BECAUSE THEY LIKED TO ___________________ A LOT!

RARR! WHY WAS THE DRAGON AFRAID OF KNIGHTS?
BECAUSE THEY LIKED TO ___________________!

HOW MUCH BIRTHDAY CAKE DID THE LEGO® BRICK EAT?
A WHOLE ___________________

WHAT GOES UP ON YOUR BIRTHDAY, BUT NEVER COMES BACK DOWN?
HOW MANY ___________________ OLD YOU ARE!

CREATE YOUR OWN PARTY AND SHARE IT IN THE LEGO® LIFE APP!

Minifigure Party Building Challenge!
Help Me! I’ve forgotten how to be funny!

04-16-12-us2_minifigures.indd   1 1/23/18   1:36 PM
READY, SET... GO!
Inspiration from fellow fans in the LEGO® Life app!

How small can you go? Build your own micro-vehicle and share it in the LEGO® Life app!

My Vehicle

COLOR TRIVIA!

Color is an important part of design. Test your knowledge and match the color to what it best represents:

- BLUE
- PURPLE
- YELLOW
- GREEN
- ORANGE
- RED

Answers on page 27.

BUILD A MICRO TRUCK WITH 8 PIECES!

How small can you go? Build your own micro-vehicle and share it in the LEGO® Life app!

Build your own micro-vehicle and share it in the LEGO® Life app!

BUILD A MICRO TRUCK WITH 8 PIECES!
ARIEL’S ROYAL CELEBRATION

SEARCH!

Help the Little Mermaid complete her collection!
Ariel may have a bunch of thingamabobs already, but now that she has her legs, there’s a whole new world to explore for even more treasures!

THE ULTIMATE UNDERWATER VEHICLE!

What would your crazy underwater vehicle look like?
Check out this build of a super-cool, super-tricked out underwater vehicle that would allow you to see the hidden world under the sea!
Build a model you would love to ride in and upload it to the app so your friends can see it too!

TAKE THE CHALLENGE!
Join the challenge in the #Classic group and upload a picture of your sweet ride!
BATMAN™ EGG HUNT

SPLAT! Batman™ is having an epic food fight with the Egghead™ Mech and Condiment King™. Quick, foil their breakfast-spoiling scheme by finding the seven different ways to prepare eggs hidden in the word search! They can be written forwards, backwards or even diagonally.

Find all the eggs!

1. Boiled
2. Fried
3. Omelette
4. Pickled
5. Poached
6. Raw
7. Scrambled

Find him and all the stolen money!

The stolen money flew out of the crook’s ATV on his way up the mountain when he hit a road block. Now he’s hiding from the police that are overhead in the helicopter.
Share what you’ve been building! Find out how you can send in your photo by going to LEGO.com/life and selecting ‘Magazine’. It’s easy and fun, and maybe your Cool Creation could appear in a future issue of this magazine!

LAUNCHING BASE
Jasper, 9, Belgium

LEGO WORLD
Asha, 7, United Kingdom

LUKE SKYWALKER’S FLEET
Emil, 4, Finland

ARMOUR EAGLE
Teresa, 8, Poland

STARFIGHTER
Thomas, 6, Netherlands

LEGO CITY
Rafael, 6, Norway

LEGO WORLD
Asha, 7, United Kingdom

ZANE’S NEW PLANE
Guglielmo, 5, Denmark

LEGO CITY
Rafael, 6, Norway

MY LEGO LAMP
Henry, 9, United Kingdom

ARE YOU GETTING INSPIRED?

Share what you’ve been building! Find out how you can send in your photo by going to LEGO.com/life and selecting ‘Magazine’. It’s easy and fun, and maybe your Cool Creation could appear in a future issue of this magazine!

Share your creations in the LEGO® Life app and see how many likes you get!
...Before Noctura’s darkness consumes all of Elvendale!
Once the Elemental Guardian Creatures are captured – Elvendale will lose all magic and fall into permanent darkness!

NOCTURA:
Noctura is an ancient and powerful elf who devoted herself to the power of darkness and has mastered it. It is said that her dangerous influence corrupted other elves like Ragana and Cronan. She was banished into the Shadow World long ago, but now she is back for her revenge.

SHADOW BATS:
Sneaky, mischievous bats that help Noctura do her dirty work and cause troubles for Emily and the Elves.

SAVE THE GUARDIAN CREATURES!

ROWAN
Lion Guardian of Fire

CORY
Turtle Guardian of Water

LISKA
Fox Guardian of Earth

CYCLO
Dragon Guardian of Wind
LUMIA:
Steady and wise, the light elf Lumia watches over and protects the four Elemental Guardians of earth, water, wind, and fire. Lumia is incredibly powerful, and can transform into an Eagle and other creatures to help Emily and the Elves.

EMILY:
Emily is the human girl who finds herself transported into the magical world of Elvendale again through her amulet. This year, she and the Elves must go on a daring adventure into the Shadow World, in order to save the Guardian Creatures and restore the 4 magical elements.
HELLO MAX,
THANKS FOR THE MAGAZINE, WE LOVE IT SO MUCH.
WE ARE LEGO® NINJAGO® FANS, WE'RE BUILDING IT
ALL THE TIME. OUR FAVORITE NINJAS ARE ZANE AND
KAI, THEY ARE AWESOME. WE CREATED TWO LEGO
NINJAGO COMICS, IT TOOK US NINE MONTHS TO
MAKE. THE FIRST ONE WAS ABOUT GHOSTS AND
THE SECOND ONE ABOUT SNAKES.

WE ALSO BUILT A HUGE LIGHTHOUSE USING ALL
THE SPARE BRICKS THAT WE COULD FIND. IT IS VERY
COLORFUL BECAUSE WE DIDN'T HAVE ENOUGH BRICKS
OF THE SAME COLOR AND IT'S NAMED: THE SINISTER
LIGHTHOUSE. WE'VE BUILT IT BECAUSE WE'RE HOPING
ALREADY FOR A LONG TIME TO BE IN THE MAGAZINE.

YOUR FRIENDS FROM FRANCE,
HENRI, 9 AND MARTIN, 7

Drawing by
LEGOBuilder5163
from Denmark.

Max here!
Since this is the special vehicles issue, I've got a joke for you:

Why did the car have a stomach ache?
Because it had too much gas!

Send me your jokes and maybe you'll see it in the next issue!
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Send us:
From our LEGO® Life App fans!
Write to LEGO Life by sending us an email - go to LEGO.com/life and select 'Magazine' to read how!

= A letter to Max!
= A drawing or painting
= Any LEGO® questions
= Even funny jokes!

GET INSPIRED!
LEGO® fan builder Jarek Ksiazczyk lives in Poland. He’s an automobile ace who uses his LEGO pieces in clever and surprising ways to build detailed and super-realistic car and truck models. Here are a couple of examples on his favorite creations.

Build and upload your own vehicles to share in the LEGO Life app, or visit the #Vehicle Stuff group for even more fan creations!

Drawing by Sulamalogo from Finland.

#Vehicle Stuff
TIME TRIAL!
A game for two!
The 1968 Ford Mustang Fastback races on the track, while the Ford Fiesta M-Sport WRC is designed for the dirt roads, snow and sand of rallying. Also, there are 50 years’ worth of development in-between! So we’ve created a special race across two time periods… who will win this game for two?

How to play:
The Fiesta starts first (it’s the youngest!). To move, roll a 2x4 LEGO® brick. If it lands:

- On its side: 2 squares forward
- Studs up: 1 square forward
- Studs down: 1 square back

Mud!
Reduce next roll by one square.

Bad weather!
Reduce next roll by one square.

New tires!
Miss a turn but roll twice next time!

Darkness!
Change your hood to add spotlights! Miss a turn but roll twice next time!

Spectators on the track!
Miss a turn.

Apollo 8 orbits the moon!
Stop to watch the news… miss a turn!

Every second counts!
Customize your race car and share it in the #SpeedChampions group in the LEGO® Life App!

START!
FINISH!

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to the LEGO Group.
© MSport Ltd (2018)
Monstrox vs Merlok 2.0: TECH WIZARD STAT-ATTACK

Mounted on Clay’s Mech, Merlok 2.0 strides into battle to face Monstrox once and for all. This is GAME OVER… but for who?

**Monstrox:**
- Evil: 10
- Intelligence: 7
- Cunning: 8
- Power: 9
- Funny: 5
- Memory: 10 Zottabytes

**Merlok 2.0:**
- Evil: .02
- Intelligence: 10
- Cunning: 6
- Power: 10
- Funny: 4
- Memory: 2 Brontabytes

**CHOOSE YOUR SIDE!**

Turn your LEGO® collection into a game-changing vehicle for Merlok 2.0 OR for Monstrox! Are you neat and tidy, or do you plan on having a messy bedroom FOREVER? Make your choice, get building and then share it with the #NEXO KNIGHTS® group in the LEGO Life app!
Next issue of LEGO® Life Magazine out in July!

FLY SOLO!

OR BRING A FRIEND
Blasting your way this May...